BROWN EYED GIRL

Music: By Van Morrison Easy and Slow
Choreo: Kelli McChesney Classic Rock
Intro: Wait 16 beats / Start with LEFT foot TIME: 3:03

SEQUENCE: Wait 16, A, B, A, B+, C, D, A, B+, C, ½ C.

PART A: (32 BEATS)
(1) "TRIPLE TWIST" --- DS DS DBL-TW(L) TW(R) LIFT (turn ¼ right)
   (move left) L R L BOTH BOTH R
(1) "TRIPLE" --- DS DS DS RS
   R L R LR
(3) REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS TO FACE ALL FOUR WALLS

PART B: (16 BEATS)
(1) "CHARLESTON BRUSH" --- DS TCH(IF) RS BR(UP)
   L R RL R
(1) "TRIPLE" --- (turn ½ right)
(1) REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

PART B+: (20 BEATS)
(1) REPEAT PART B
(2) "BASICS" --- DS RS DS RS
   L RL R LR

PART C: (16 BEATS)
(1) "RUN" --- DS DS RS(IB) RS(IF) RS(IB) RS(IF) DS RS
   L R LR LR LR LR L RL
(1) REPEAT RUN USING OPPOSITE FOOTWORK --- MOVE RIGHT

PART D: (16 BEATS)
(1) "HEEL TOE VINE" --- DS HS(IF) DS TS(IB)
   L RR L RR
(1) "GALLOP" --- DS H-FLAP-S H-FLAP-S H-FLAP-S
   (move forward) L R R L R R L R R L
(1) REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS USING OPPOSITE FOOTWORK - MOVE RIGHT

ABBREVIATIONS:
DS – double step TCH – touch IF – in front
DBL – double BR – brush IB – in back
TW – twist HS – heel step L – left foot
RS – rock step TS – toe step R – right foot
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